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Tool and Hardware Specials:

7”Aluminum
Rafter Angle
Square

12 AMP
Reciprocating Saw

1”X30’ Tape
Measure

12” Red Cedar Shims

$89.49

$7.69

$3.69

333867

364162

RCS

$4.89
303301

Magnetic Mini
Sweeper 15”

Medium Duty Blue Tarp
10’X12’
16’X20’

$8.99

778281

$13.29

$22.99

709131

While Supplies Last

$3.89

401811

Through the Roof Caulk
10.5oz tube 1 quart

Silver Duct Tape

1 gallon

SprayAdhesive
16oz.

$7.09
$6.49

MMS

700517

$16.89

117927

117935

$49.80
117943

847

Wood
Glue 8oz.

$3.29

303135

Building Material Specials:
Cellulose Insulation 19lb
(free rental of blowing
machine with purchase of
20bgs)

Advantech Subfloor Adhesive

$175.50

$8.90/bg

5000LB
Concrete Mix
80LB

$5.09

All purpose
Mixing Tub
26”X20”X6”

We have a nice
selection of pressure
treated lumber.

$6.29

Includes:
1-applicator gun, 1-cleaner can,
6-subfloor adhesive cans

CI

(ask about the manufacturer rebate that
covers substantially all the cost!)

AAK

CM5000

263011

8” Bypass
Pruner

Folding Pruning
Saw

Around the House Specials:

s
Wild Bird Seed
10lb

$4.69

Top Soil 40 lb.
WeedBlock
Landscape Fabric
3’X50’

$1.79

$6.89

$9.89

Steel Leaf
Rake 22”

Pole Tree
Pruner

$6.79

$17.49

$9.39
MW
701991

764329

TPS

707319

700355

756245

710831

Commodities Update:






Panel products:
OSB- between log issues and
maintenance downtime, mills seem to
be curtailing supply with hopes that a
higher demand will help raise prices.
SYP plywood demand seems to be
picking up which will only increase
prices. Mill orders are out
1-3 weeks now.
Dimension lumber- as of this printing, both
eastern and western SPF saw small dips in
price this month, but with the demand
building this time of year, it is unlikely to
see this as a continued trend. SYP (PT
lumber species) dimension has equally
noticeable increases during this same time
period.
As of April 24, USG, our predominant
gypsum vendor is officially owned by Knauf
group, a world wide heavy weight in the
building materials business.

Did you know this about Fire Rated Acoustical
Ceilings?
Fire-rated acoustical ceilings are designed to slow
down the transfer of heat and gases into the plenum.
They are constructed using fire rated grid and
panels/tile. These components must be installed in
accordance with an Underwriters Laboratories’(UL)
fire rated design. A fire-rating is not given to a ceiling
system(or ceiling tile) by itself, the entire
assembly(floor/ceiling or roof/ceiling) must be
constructed according to the UL Design.

Brain Builder:
We’ve used this “brain builder” before, but it really is
fun to see how the numbers work out…

FUN WITH SUMS:
Write down the number of the house you
live in. Now double it. Add 5 and multiply the
answer by 50. Next add your age. Now add 365.
From the sum you now have, subtract 615.
You will find, in the result, that your
house number is on the left and your age is on
the right.

New Inventory Items:


Advantech Subfloor Adhesive starter kit(fantastically
effective product w/ a rebate that makes the product
virtually cost free.)



Natures Way single & triple
chamber bat houses

Quote to Think About:
“If the only prayer you say in your entire life is

thank you,that will be enough”
Meister Eckhart

Words Worth Reading:

It is the truth behind all relationships: The
energy we put out in the world is the energy we get
back. So if you want more love in your life, set
your intention to be loving. If you seek kindness,
focus your energy on empathy and compassion.
Conversely, if you wonder why there are so many
angry people in your life, look no further than the
resentment you hold in your own heart.
By Oprah Winfrey
Hardware Humor:

